In the Right State of Mind
When we were there, all we did was laugh and play
And when tomorrow came, we’d just do the same again
Never used to have to worry ‘bout anything, but the bully’s on the playground
The girls chase ‘em all around town, but never bring us down
And now we have all these responsibilities
It really seems to me that we’ve lost our abilities to use imagination how we should
And if we could we would,
But we need some help to guide us, to be what’s inside us
To make us free
Enjoying nature as we please
Listening to the soft wind rustling through those trees
And so I will sing how I feel
Everything, hey seems so real
I feel so small, but I know that I am tall
It doesn’t really matter much to me at all
You come up with a better way to spend your day
Then dancing with me, acting crazy
Baby you can give me a call
I’d rather not worry ‘bout hurrying and
Jumping in too early and feeling that cold water’s tide
So I will take my time
In the right state of mind
Floating all around, playing don’t touch the ground
Never needing a TV, all we need is some make believe
Playing games we used to play, the rocket scientist and his little gang
He’s got a sidekick named Bubbalu, who always seems to find the clue
Just to be free
Enjoying nature as we please
Listening to the soft wind rustling through those trees
And so I will sing how I feel
Everything, hey it seems so real
I feel so small, but I know that I am tall
It doesn’t really matter much to me at all
If you come up with a better way to spend your day
Then dancing with me, acting crazy
Baby you can give me a call
I’d rather not worry ‘bout hurrying and

Jumping in too early and feeling that cold water’s tide
So I will take my time
In the right state of mind

